4 THE PEOPLE'S TEAM TRIUMPHS
Debate, a once-storied OU program, made an astounding comeback in just four years, putting a new spin on the traditional approach and walking away the big winner.

9 HOPE FOR PATIENTS AT RISK
OUHSC researcher Anne Pereira has found a new weapon to combat hospital-acquired infections that are becoming more resistant to the "miracle" antibiotics of the past.

12 UNCOMMON COURAGE
In 1956 Prentice Gautt made history as the first black student to play OU football; all but forgotten are the four young men whose gallant attempts as walk-ons had left the door ajar.

18 A WRINKLE IN TIME
To tell the stories of Oklahoma's oldest citizens in clay, sculptor Lou Moore Hale had only to search their faces, eloquently etched by long-life experiences.

23 HOORAY FOR SOONERWOOD
For every big name in film, there are thousands working their way through the industry in hundreds of different careers. Many got their start at the University of Oklahoma.

28 LEGACY COURT
Visitors to Lloyd Noble Center can test their reflexes, compare hand sizes and jump for rebounds, while exploring OU basketball history, both men's and women's.